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Enactors regulate gene expression through the binding of sequence-specific transcription factors (TFs) to cognate motifs. Various features influence TF binding and enhancer function—including the chromatin state of the genomic locus, the affinities of the binding site, the activity of the bound TFs, and interactions among TFs. However, the precise nature and relative contributions of these features remain unclear. Here, we used massively parallel reporter assays (MPRAs) involving 32,115 natural and synthetic enhancers, together with high-throughput in vivo binding assays, to systematically dissect the contribution of each of these features to the binding and activity of genomic regulatory elements that contain motifs for PPARγ, a TF that serves as a key regulator of adipogenesis. We show that distinct sets of features govern PPARγ binding vs. enhancer activity. PPARγ binding is largely governed by the affinity of the specific motif site and higher-order features of the larger genomic locus, such as chromatin accessibility. In contrast, the enhancer activity of PPARγ binding sites depends on varying contributions from dozens of TFs in the immediate vicinity, including interactions between combinations of these TFs. Different pairs of motifs follow different interaction rules, including subadditive, additive, and superadditive interactions among specific classes of TFs, with both spatially constrained and flexible grammars. Our results provide a paradigm for the systematic characterization of the genomic features underlying regulatory elements, applicable to the design of synthetic regulatory elements or the interpretation of human genetic variation.

Significance

A central question in biology is how transcription factors (TFs) recognize specific binding sites in enhancers and regulate gene expression. In general, only a fraction of potential binding sites for TFs are occupied in a particular cell type. TF affinity for a motif site, local interactions among TFs, and larger-scale chromatin accessibility can influence binding, although the relative contributions of these factors is unclear. Moreover, little is known about how specific combinations of TFs control quantitative gene expression once bound. Here, we use large-scale synthetic biology approaches to explore the features that govern TF binding vs. enhancer activity. This approach provides a paradigm for systematic study of key regulatory sequences within enhancers and how they interact to influence gene expression.
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better contacts with cofactors and general transcription factors) or in opposition (e.g., by inhibiting each other by disrupting these contacts) (42–44).

The extent to which TF binding and transcriptional activity of an enhancer are controlled by the same or separate factors is generally unclear. In particular, systematically identifying and characterizing TF interactions has proven difficult. Key questions include whether TFs fall into distinct functional groups and what constraints on motif positioning and orientation exist for various interactions.

To address these questions, we focused on peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor γ (PPARγ)–response elements (PPREs) as a model set of regulatory sequences. PPARγ is a nuclear receptor that binds in cooperative fashion as a heterodimer with retinoid X receptor (RXR) to the canonical nuclear receptor direct repeat 1 (DR1) motif (45). It functions as a core regulator in adipocytes, localizing to PPREs during differentiation and primarily acting as a transcriptional activator (46). In mouse adipocytes, PPARγ is bound to only ~1 in 200 genomic instances of this motif—and, even in regions of open chromatin, to only ~1 in 16 motif instances. Furthermore, only ~15% of the genes closest to PPARγ binding sites are up-regulated during adipogenesis (47).

We used massively parallel reporter assays (MPRAs), together with high-throughput in vitro and in vivo binding assays, to systematically manipulate motif affinity, cooperative interactions, and chromatin accessibility across thousands of PPREs and measure the effect on PPARγ binding and expression. MPRA involves testing huge collections of short regulatory sequences (≤150 bp) in parallel by coupling each to a transcription unit containing a matched DNA barcode (48) (Fig. 1 A and B). In total, we collected data on 32,115 regulatory sequences.

We show that PPARγ binding depends on the affinity of the PPARγ motif and on the larger chromatin landscape, but not significantly on the sequence in the immediate vicinity of the PPARγ binding site, indicating cooperative protein–protein binding interactions are relatively scarce. In contrast, enhancer activity strongly depends on the motifs in the immediate vicinity, particularly a core set of 20–30 additional TF motifs. Notably, we show that, in addition to the individual contributions of these motifs, particular combinations are also an important determinant of expression. We systematically identify and functionally test these interactions and find diverse interaction rules for different pairs of TFs, including additive, inhibitory, and synergistic interactions with varying constraints on motif positioning. Notably, we found consistent interactions between families of TFs, suggesting they may influence transcriptional activation through distinct mechanisms. Together, these experiments present a comprehensive approach to dissect the sequence grammar that determines TF binding and enhancer function. Applying this approach to a broad range of enhancers and cell types will help to determine the prevalence and generality of these rules, and potentially yield universal models to predict expression from regulatory sequences across diverse cellular contexts.

Results

In Vivo PPARγ Binding on Plasmids Is Governed by the Core PPARγ Motif. The mouse genome contains ~1.5 million PPARγ motif sites, defined based on the canonical 16-bp PPARγ/RXR DR1 motif (Materials and Methods). Of these, only a small minority—between 5,000 and 10,000 sites—are actually occupied by PPARγ in adipocytes (46, 47, 49). In principle, the binding at specific sites in vivo might depend on the following: (i) latent properties of the motif instance, not captured by the consensus sequence (30); (ii) cooperative binding in the immediate vicinity by other TFs expressed in the cell type (either directly through protein–protein interactions or indirectly through cooperative competition with nucleosomes) (50); and (iii) differences in the accessibility of the sites due to the chromatin landscape (36, 51, 52).

To investigate the first two possibilities (latent motif affinity and cooperative binding), we used a pooled plasmid-based reporter system to explore PPARγ binding in vivo to genomic motif sites outside of their native chromatin context (Fig. 1 A and B). We randomly chose 750 of the 6,835 sites we previously identified in ChIP-sequencing (ChIP-seq) experiments (“bound genomic sites”) (47), and, for each, we chose a matched site that contained an identical 16-bp PPARγ motif but was not bound by PPARγ in adipocytes (“unbound genomic sites”). We synthesized an oligonucleotide pool (pool 1) containing 145 bp centered on the PPARγ motif from each of these 1,500 sites, as well as 1,500 control sequences, one for each site in which the core PPARγ motif was disrupted by swapping A→T and G→C (Fig. 1C).

We cloned these 3,000 sequences (“candidate enhancers”) into plasmids containing a minimal promoter and an ORF containing a unique barcode that identifies its specific upstream enhancer (48).
We transfected this plasmid pool into mouse 3T3-L1 adipocytes 7 d postdifferentiation; grew the cells for 16 h; and measured PPARγ binding by performing ChIP-seq and calculating the relative enrichment of reads corresponding to each sequence. Measurements of relative binding activity were highly reproducible between two biological replicates (r = 0.93, SI Appendix, Fig. S1A). As a control, we also examined PPARγ binding across the genome from the same experiment and confirmed that the observed binding sites were consistent with those identified in our previous ChIP-seq experiments with PPARγ (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 B–D).

For candidate enhancers corresponding to both bound and unbound genomic sites, disrupting the PPARγ motif significantly reduced binding (P Wilcox < 2.2 × 10−16; Fig. 1D). The native sequence showed stronger binding than the disrupted control in 87% of cases. For the other 13%, the difference in binding to the native and disrupted motif sites was negligible [less than the technical variance between replicates (SI Appendix, Fig. S2A)].

In one-half of these cases, these sequences contained a second PPARγ motif site. In the remaining cases, the native sequence exhibited only weak binding and tended to contain less robust matches of the PPARγ motif, suggesting they have lower affinity for PPARγ (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 B and C).

To our surprise, we found little difference in PPARγ binding between candidate enhancers corresponding to bound genomic sites vs. those corresponding to unbound genomic sites (Fig. 1E).

More precisely, the bound genome sites showed slightly higher average binding, but this difference is largely explained by the fact that the sequences flanking the bound sites have a slightly higher average number of PPARγ motif sites (average of 0.5 in bound vs. 0.2 in unbound). For bound and unbound genomic sites with the same number of PPARγ motif sites, the difference is no longer statistically significant (P_F-test = 0.67; SI Appendix, Fig. S2D).

The fact that the DNA immediately surrounding bound and unbound sites appears to have equivalent ability to bind PPARγ when reintroduced on plasmids into adipocytes suggests that PPARγ binding depends primarily on the core PPARγ motif site and is not significantly influenced by elements or interactions in the immediate surroundings. To test this hypothesis, we selected 25 bound genomic sites from the original pool with a range of predicted motif strengths, and created a second plasmid pool (pool 2) by swapping the central PPARγ motif site from each sequence into the other 24 flanking sequences, generating a “matrix” of 625 candidate enhancers (Fig. 1F). Consistent with our hypothesis, in vivo binding to the plasmid pool strongly depended on the precise sequence of the core PPARγ motif site rather than on the flanking sequence (40% vs. 6% of variance explained; Fig. 1G).

For each central PPARγ motif sequence, we directly measured the in vivo binding affinity, using a microfluidic device that assays association and dissociation of fluorescently labeled DNA oligonucleotides with PPARγ protein immobilized on the surface of the device (Materials and Methods) (S5). The binding observed in our cellular ChIP assay was well predicted by the in vivo affinity measurements of the motifs (Fig. 1G and SI Appendix, Fig. S3A and Table S1). Specifically, binding (enrichment in the ChIP assay) fell linearly with affinity [log(K_d)] down to affinity of log(K_d) = 6.5 and remained thereafter. (The predictions were between the 25th and 75th percentiles for all but 4 of the 25 motifs and between the 5th and 95th percentiles for all of the 25 motifs.) Thus, the ability of genomic sequences containing PPARγ motifs to bind PPARγ on epigenomes is mainly determined—in a quantitative manner—by the core motif site, and therefore not by cooperative binding interactions with elements in the flanking sequence.

In Vivo PPARγ Binding to Genomic PPARγ Motifs Is Closely Related to the Chromatin Landscape. Our results suggest that the explanation for why certain PPARγ motif sites are differentially bound in vivo lies neither in differences in affinities of the core motif site, nor in cooperative protein–protein interactions with TFs that bind in the immediate vicinity. Instead, our data indicate that PPARγ binding at a motif site is strongly correlated with the epigenetic context of the larger genomic locus.

The vast majority (85%) of the PPARγ-bound motif sites lie in regions of open chromatin, defined in terms of DNase hypersensitivity [as assayed by formaldehyde-assisted isolation of regulatory elements coupled with high-throughput sequencing (54)] and marked by H3K4me1/H3K27ac identified in adipocytes using ChIP-seq (47). Moreover, genomic PPARγ binding within open regions was strongly dependent on the quantitative DNA accessibility and the enrichment of chromatin marks such as H3K27ac (Fig. 1H and SI Appendix, Fig. S4 A and B). Although only ~1 in 10 PPARγ motif sites in open regions enriched for active chromatin marks (H3K4me1/2/3, H3K27ac, and H3K27me) (SI Appendix, Fig. S4C). Among sites predicted to be bound, those that are actually bound tend to have motif sites with a better motif match (as measured by position weight matrix score; SI Appendix, Fig. S4D). This suggests some remaining specificity may be due to differences in motif affinity, consistent with our findings for motif sites on plasmids.

In fact, our observation that within open chromatin TF binding is strongly correlated with the quantitative level of active chromatin marks appears to apply to many TFs. We analyzed 61 sequence-specific TFs profiled in ENCODE in seven cell types (121 total TF–cell type pairs) and found that the binding of 35 of these TFs was significantly correlated with quantitative DNA accessibility (measured by DNase-seq), and 45 were significantly correlated with enrichment of H3K27ac (Bonferroni-corrected P Spearman < 0.01) (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). TFs whose binding was not correlated with DNA accessibility include several pioneer factors, such as FOXA1, C/EBP, and NF-YA (46, 55, 56), the silencing factor REST, which maintains a repressive chromatin state (57), and CTCF, which binds insulator elements without active chromatin marks (58).

We note that the fact that TF binding is correlated with activating chromatin marks does not prove the direction of causality: it is possible that PPARγ binding not only depends on but also contributes to chromatin state (59, 60). With respect to DNase hypersensitivity, however, it is known that many (33%) of the genomic sites bound by PPARγ in terminally differentiated adipocytes show DNase hypersensitivity in the first 4 h of adipogenesis, before PPARγ is expressed (61).

Elements in the Sequence Flanking PPARγ Motifs Strongly Affect Gene Expression. We next sought to understand the determinants of enhancer activity for PPARγ motif sites in adipocytes. To explore this question, we measured the transcriptional activity of the 3,000 sequences in pool 1, consisting of 750 bound genomic sites, 750 unbound genomic sites, and their corresponding controls with disrupted core motif sites. We transfected the plasmid pool into 3T3-L1 cells 7 d postdifferentiation; grew the cells for 16 h; and extracted both RNA and DNA. We calculated a “relative enhancer activity” for each candidate enhancer, defined as the ratio of the proportion of total RNA to the proportion of total DNA corresponding to the enhancer (using the median ratio across the unique barcodes for each) (Fig. 2A). Measurements of relative enhancer activity were highly robust across three biological replicates (r = 0.96–0.97) (SI Appendix, Fig. S6 A and B).

As expected, disrupting the PPARγ motif site substantially decreased the relative enhancer activity in candidate enhancers, consistent with enhancer activity depending on PPARγ binding. Transcription was lower in 71% of all cases and 94% of cases where the expression from the native sequence was above the mean (Fig. 24).
Surprisingly, as described above, although the bound and unbound genomic PPARγ sites showed no significant difference in PPARγ binding affinity (Fig. 1E), these sites exhibited sharply different enhancer activity (Fig. 2A). One-half of the sequences from bound sites drove expression levels above the 95th percentile for sequences from unbound genomic sites. Moreover, the transcriptional activity from the unbound sites was only weakly affected by disrupting the core PPARγ motif site (median, 1.05-fold decrease), indicating the expression from the unbound genomic sites is close to the background levels. Notably, the sequences from bound sites with disrupted PPARγ motif sites showed higher expression than sequences from the unbound genomic sites with the native PPARγ motifs ($P_{\text{wilcox}} = 4.7 \times 10^{-15}$), suggesting the bound genomic sites are enriched for critical enhancer elements outside the core PPARγ motif site itself. [This observation holds true even when excluding sequences with addition PPARγ motif sites ($P_{\text{wilcox}} = 4.3 \times 10^{-6}$).] Moreover, enhancer activity among bound genomic sites was only weakly correlated with PPARγ binding on plasmids ($r_{\text{Spearman}} = 0.24$) or in the genome ($r_{\text{Spearman}} = 0.12$). Together, these observations show that, although bound and unbound genomic sites do not differ in their inherent ability to bind PPARγ, they differ sharply in their enhancer activity as a result of additional elements in the surrounding sequence.

These results indicate that both the core motif sequence and the flanking sequence contribute to enhancer activity. To assess the relative contributions of each, we measured the enhancer activity of plasmids in pool 2, comprising 23 core motifs inserted into 25 different flanking sequences (described above). Unlike binding activity, enhancer activity was largely explained by the flanking sequence rather than by the core motif sequence (84% vs. 6% of variance explained; Fig. 2B). The median transcriptional activity was not substantially affected by changing the affinity of the core motif, although it did drop off for the motif with the lowest affinity as measured in the in vitro assay (SI Appendix, Fig. S1G), consistent with the effect of disrupting the PPARγ motif site. Thus, unlike PPARγ binding, enhancer activity depends largely on the flanking sequence, provided that PPARγ binding exceeds a threshold level.

**Specific TF Motifs Correlate with Transcriptional Activity.** To identify the elements in the flanking sequence that determine enhancer activity, we searched the sequences for known TF-binding motifs (Fig. 2C). We scanned the sequences using 1,490 vertebrate motifs corresponding to 612 TFs (of which 400 are expressed in adipocytes; SI Appendix, Fig. S6C) and counted the number of (nonoverlapping) occurrences of each motif. Across the 1,500 candidate enhancers, the number of motif occurrences per TF ranged from 5 (Tcf7l2) to 807 (Sp1) (median, 63; SI Appendix, Fig. S6D). Enhancer activity showed significant correlations with occurrences of 38 TF motifs, composed of 33 positively correlated motifs and 5 negatively correlated motifs [false-discovery rate (FDR) < 0.001 in permuted datasets] (Fig. 2D and E, and SI Appendix, Tables S2 and S3).

Several lines of evidence suggest the TFs corresponding to the correlated motifs may functionally contribute to gene regulation in adipocytes.

First, 35 of the 38 TFs are expressed in adipocytes (vs. an expectation of only 26 by chance; $P_{\text{hypergeometric}} = 5.0 \times 10^{-6}$). The three “nonexpressed” TFs [estrogen receptor-like 2 (ERR2), ERR3, and nuclear receptor DAX-1] are nuclear receptors with motifs highly similar to the motif of ERR1, another nuclear receptor expressed in adipocytes (SI Appendix, Fig. S6E).

Second, consistent with previous observations that functional enhancers often contain homotypic clusters of motif sites (62, 63), the presence of additional PPARγ/RXR motif sites correlated strongly with enhancer activity. Candidate enhancers containing
additional PPARγ/RXR motif sites showed nearly twofold higher enhancer activity than those with only a single motif site.

Third, the TFs that recognize several of the positively correlated motifs are known to promote adipocyte differentiation (64, 65) or regulate gene expression in various stages of adipogenesis (54, 66–69). Conversely, the TFs that recognize several of the negatively correlated motifs are transcriptional repressors involved in inhibiting adipocyte-specific genes (68, 70) or promoting an alternate cell fate (71) (SI Appendix, Supplemental Note).

Fourth, occurrences of the correlated motifs are enriched in the immediate vicinity of the bound PPARγ sites in the genome. Of the 33 positively correlated TF motifs (detected in the 750 bound sites included in pool 1), 31 were significantly enriched. Conversely, all five negatively correlated TF motifs were significantly depleted across the full set of 6,835 PPARγ-bound genomic sites compared with unbound sites in adipocytes (hypergeometric test, $P = 10^{-7}$ to $10^{-385}$) (Fig. 2D). Moreover, these 31 positively correlated TFs were the most significantly enriched and the 5 negatively correlated TFs were the most significantly depleted TFs among all 612 TFs tested. [The two TFs that were not significantly enriched, forkhead box protein O4 (Foxo4) and forkhead box protein F3 (Foxp3), have fairly degenerate 4-nt motifs.]

Together, these observations suggest that most of the correlated TF motifs identified in our assay indeed correspond to key regulators of gene expression in the adipocyte lineage.

**TF Motifs Directly Influence Transcription.** We reasoned that correlation between (i) the presence of specific TF-binding motifs in sequences from bound genomic sites and (ii) transcriptional activity in our enhancer assay does not necessarily imply that TF binding at these sites plays a causal role in determining transcriptional activity. An alternative possibility, for example, is that some TFBs might be present at active enhancers because they were used for opening the chromatin before or during adipogenesis but do not contribute to driving transcriptional activity in adipocytes. We therefore next sought to identify motifs directly involved in transcription by deleting and inserting them in controlled contexts.

**Disrupting TF Motifs Causes Changes in Expression.** We first used an unbiased approach to identify elements that directly affect transcription, either motif sites and otherwise. We created an MPRA pool (pool 4; “block-mutated enhancers”) that systematically introduced mutations in sliding windows in 25 of the candidate enhancer sequences from bound genomic sites. First, we disrupted 10-bp blocks, tiled every 5 bp across the sequence (excluding the core PPARγ/RXR motif site). Next, we swapped 20-bp blocks of sequence between the bound genomic site and a matched unbound site (Fig. 3A and Materials and Methods). For each mutant, we measured the enhancer activity and calculated the change in activity from the wild-type enhancer (Fig. 3B).

On average, mutations in the bound genomic sites that disrupted positively correlated TF motif sites reduced expression more than those that did not disrupt such sites (median of 1.7-fold vs. 1.2-fold) and were seven times more likely to cause a major decrease ($>2$-fold). Inserting blocks containing negatively correlated motifs [such as zinc finger E-box binding homeobox 1 (Zeb1) in the example shown in Fig. 3B] into the bound sites also substantially reduced expression (median of 2.0-fold). Finally, inserting blocks containing positively correlated motifs into unbound sites were seven times more likely to cause a major increase in expression. Overall, these data suggest that the correlated motifs account for the majority of elements that strongly contribute to expression in these enhancers.

We next sought to distinguish the contribution of the individual correlated TF motifs to transcription levels. We created an MPRA pool (pool 5; “motif-mutated enhancers”) in which we systematically mutated each of the 38 significantly correlated motifs in 375 bound genomic sequences (Fig. 3A and Materials and Methods). For each of the mutated motif sites, we also created a control by mutating an equally sized block that did not overlap any motif.

For the majority (27 of 33) of the positively correlated TF motifs, the mutations in the motif sites reduced expression significantly more than the mutations in control regions ($P_{\text{Wilcoxon}} < 0.05$; SI Appendix, Table S2). Mutating activating transcription factor (ATF) and activator protein 1 (AP-1) factors had the largest effect (87% of mutations decreasing expression by more than twofold; Fig. 3C and SI Appendix, Fig. S7B). Mutations overlapping additional PPARγ motif sites surrounding the core PPARγ motif site also substantially reduced expression (64% reducing expression by more than twofold).

Most interesting were the remaining six TFs [nuclear factor IX (NFIX), nuclear factor I/C (NFCI), Foxo4, Foxp3, forkhead box protein D1 (Foxd1), MYB proto-oncogene transcription factor (Myb), and AP-2], which did not appear to affect transcription in our assay—that is, these motifs are (i) enriched in genomic sequences that drive reporter expression but (ii) are not required for expression in our assay. A likely explanation is that these TFs act in different cellular contexts or have roles in vivo at these enhancers, such as remodeling chromatin, that are not required for activating transcription in our plasmid-based assay. Consistent with the latter notion, the list includes three Fox family TFs (Foxo4, Foxp3, and Foxd1), which act as pioneer factors that open chromatin during embryonic development and activate transcription (72–74), and two NFI TFs (NFIX and NFIC) that interact with histones (75, 76) and contribute to remodeling of nucleosome architecture (77, 78). The remaining two TFs (Myb and AP-2) have plausible roles in early adipocyte differentiation, regulating the final cell division (79, 80) and repressing an alternate cell fate (81), respectively.

Together, the mutagenesis data show that (i) for the majority of correlated motifs, disruption of a single TF motif site has a strong effect on transcription, whereas (ii) the remaining correlated motifs, although not necessary for reporter enhancer activity in adipocytes, may contribute to transcriptional activation in the genome through chromatin remodeling or during different stages of development.

**TF Motifs Drive Expression When Inserted into New Contexts.** The deletion analysis above revealed which motifs are required for expression. We next investigated the sufficiency of these correlated motifs for driving transcription when inserted into a new sequence context.

First, we substituted binding sites for each motif into existing motif sites in bound genomic sequences with strong activity in our assay. The resulting MPRA pool (pool 6, “motif-substituted enhancers”) contained each of the 38 significantly correlated TF consensus motifs substituted into 95 distinct locations, yielding a “matrix” of 3,160 enhancer constructs (Fig. 3A and Materials and Methods). Second, we added binding sites for 15 of the positively correlated motifs into sequences with low baseline activity, chosen from genomic regions that are bound by PPARγ in macrophages but not in adipocytes (46), and that contain a central PPARγ motif site but none of the other positive or negative TF motifs identified above. The motif sites were added individually and in pairs to these templates in nine different configurations, with two, four, or six total sites (Fig. 3A and Materials and Methods). This pool (pool 7; “synthetic enhancers”) contained 4,324 sequences.

For each construct in pools 6 and 7, we calculated the “incremental enhancer activity” of the motif-substituted enhancer relative to its background sequence.

The relative strengths of the motif sites in driving transcription in the substituted and synthetic enhancers were highly consistent with the relative effects of their disruption measured previously. Of the 27 motifs whose sites caused significantly reduced expression when mutated, 25 led to increased expression when substituted into the bound genomic sequences, whereas the six TF motifs that did not significantly reduce expression when disrupted...
also did not affect expression when substituted (Fig. 3C and SI Appendix, Fig. S7A and Table S2). The five negatively correlated motifs detected in the native enhancers strongly reduced transcription in the substituted enhancers. Similarly, synthetic enhancers containing motif sites associated with reduced expression in the mutated enhancers had activity significantly above the background level in most cases (seven of nine), whereas synthetic enhancers containing motif sites not associated with reduced expression did not (six of six cases) (Fig. 3D). Moreover, the average quantitative effects of the motifs on enhancer activity were highly concordant in the substituted and synthetic enhancers (Spearman \( \rho = 0.85 \); SI Appendix, Fig. S7 C and D, and Table S2).

Overall, 70% of these synthetic enhancers had higher transcriptional output than the template. Moreover, the proportion increased with the number of copies of the motif: 54% with two motifs, 73% with four motifs, and 81% with six motifs (SI Appendix, Fig. S7E). Thus, these motifs in combination with a central PPARγ motif are sufficient to drive expression independent of positioning and sequence background.

The Composition of TF Motif Sites Predicts Quantitative Expression Levels. We next sought to explore how much of the quantitative enhancer activity could be explained by the composition of TF motif sites (i.e., number and identity) in the enhancers. To explore how well this model captures enhancer activities in the naturally occurring enhancers, we fit a linear regression (in which each motif contributes additively to the total expression level) to predict the log-transformed transcript levels associated with the original candidate enhancer from 750 bound and 750 unbound genomic sites (pool 1) based on the number of motif sites for each of the 38 TFs identified above, as well as overall GC content (which is often elevated at TFBSs [18, 82, 83]). Because some TFs have similar binding motifs, we removed redundant variables using stepwise variable selection to minimize the Akaike information criterion and evaluated the performance of the selected model using 10-fold cross-validation.

The selected linear model included 23 of the 38 TFs and explained one-fifth of the variance in enhancer activity in the training dataset (cross-validation \( r^2 = 0.20 \); SI Appendix, Fig. S8 A, D, and E). The model explains 15% of the variance among the bound genomic sites alone, indicating it is not simply differentiating between the bound and unbound class. To validate the model, we created an MPRA pool (pool 3) containing a new set of 750 bound motif sites and 750 unbound motif sites and measured their enhancer activity (SI Appendix, Fig. S9 A and B). The model explained an equal amount of variance in enhancer activity (20%) among the test set (Fig. 4D). (We note that ~5% of the variance is due to inherent noise in the assay, as determined from comparison of biological replicates.)
Potential sources of the remaining variance include differences in motif site affinities, interactions between motif sites, effects of motif positioning, and additional features in the background sequence below our detection limit. We thus next sought to determine how much additional variance could be explained if we held the affinities of the motif sites constant and controlled for the activity of the background sequence. We fit linear models to predict the incremental enhancer activity (described above) of the enhancers with inserted motif sites (pools 5 and 6) (SI Appendix, Fig. S8 B and C). These results show that motif affinity and background sequence contribute to variation in enhancer activity, but also suggest a substantial role for such features as nonadditive interactions and motif positioning.

**Interactions Between Motif Sites Explain Additional Quantitative Variance in Expression.** Under our simple linear model, each motif site contributes a fixed amount to enhancer function, independent of the other sites in the immediate region and their arrangement. We next wondered whether pairwise combinations of motifs could account for a substantial fraction of the variance not explained by the simple additive model. To the linear models above, we added second-order interaction terms for motif pairs that co-occur in at least 10 sequences. Because only a minority of the potential interaction terms are likely to be relevant, we used a Lasso regression model, which selects sparse models, and optimized the tuning parameter by 10-fold cross-validation. The models with interactions explained substantially more variance than the linear models for both the natural enhancers and the enhancers with inserted motifs. For the natural enhancers, the selected model included 73 out of 384 possible interaction terms, and explained 40% of the variance in the training data in 10-fold cross-validation (pool 1) and 38% in the test data (pool 5) (Fig. 4B and SI Appendix, Fig. S10A and Table S4). For the substituted and synthetic enhancers, the selected models explained 74% and 52% of the incremental expression in 10-fold cross-validation, respectively (SI Appendix, Fig. S10 B and C). The improvement in the performance of this model compared with the additive model suggests that TF interactions play an important role in the function of these enhancers to generate combinatorial enhancer activity. (Because the Lasso process involves some arbitrary choices among correlated variables, the specific terms in the model should not be regarded as a comprehensive list of biologically meaningful interactions. Below, we consider interactions between specific TFs.)

**Synergistic and Inhibitory Interactions Occur in Synthetic Enhancers.** To explore combinatorial interactions between specific TFs, we first focused on interactions present in synthetic enhancers discussed above, containing all pairwise combinations of motif sites for 15 TFs inserted into inactive template sequences with a central PPARγ motif. Although motifs may co-occur in active native enhancers for a variety of reasons, only those pairs of TFs that functionally interact to drive enhancer function do not require specific positioning will be detected in our synthetic enhancers.

Using ANOVA to study interactions between pairs of TF motif sites, we identified 21 significant positive and negative interactions among the 15 TF motifs tested in the synthetic enhancers (Bonferroni-corrected $P_F < 0.01$; Fig. 4 C and D, and SI Appendix, Fig. S11A and Tables S5 and S6). (For simplicity below, we refer to these as interactions between the TFs expected to bind to the motif sites in adipocytes; however, we note that the presence of the motif site does not necessarily imply that the corresponding TF is bound in all cases.) These interactions fall into four main classes (Fig. 4 C and D). The first two classes comprised synergistic interactions between various AP-1 family factors (six pairs) and between AP-1 factors and protooncogene c-Myc (Myc) (two pairs). AP-1 family members are strong activators that are able to interact with a wide range of other TFs (84), and pairs of AP-1 factors are known to cooperatively induce DNA binding (85). The third class consisted of repressive interactions between AP-1 factors and nuclear receptors (seven pairs). Consistent with this result, AP-1 factors and the nuclear receptors PR, GR, and ER have been shown to mutually inhibit each other's ability to activate transcription (86, 87). Finally, the fourth class contained repressive interactions involving Myb (four pairs; Fig. 4C, Center). Myb
contains a repressive domain and can function as a transcriptional repressor in some contexts (88). In the synthetic enhancers in our assay, Myb appears to act as a dominant repressor, returning transcription close to baseline levels. We also detected two interactions that did not fall into any of these four classes: a synergistic interaction between two nuclear receptors, PPAR and liver X receptor (LXR), and a repressive interaction between CCAAT/enhancer binding protein (C/EBP) and PPAR.

To confirm the interactions, we examined the results from the mutated and substituted enhancer pools (pools 5 and 6) to assess the effect of adding or deleting one of a pair of interacting motifs at several hundred sites in active naturally occurring sequences. For the majority of identified pairs, the effect of disrupting or inserting an interacting motif site differed significantly in sequences that contained the partner motif compared with sequences that did not (82% for motif disruptions and 86% for motif insertions; P_Wilcox < 0.0001), and the direction of the effect was consistent with the interaction detected in the synthetic enhancers.

Finally, we tested whether the 21 interacting pairs showed significant interaction with respect to transcriptional activity of the naturally occurring enhancers (pool 1). Eleven of the pairs (including most AP-1/AP-1, AP-1/Myc, and Myb/TF pairs) co-occurred too rarely in the native enhancers (frequency < 0.01) to allow meaningful analysis. For the remaining 10 pairs, we expected to have power to see three to five significant interactions (Bonferroni corrected P < 0.05) based on the effect sizes and counts in the natural enhancers (Materials and Methods). Consistent with this, we found five pairs with significant interaction terms, all of which had the same sign as the interaction in the synthetic enhancers (SI Appendix, Table S5).

Naturally Occurring Enhancers Contain Additional Classes of Interactions. We next examined native enhancer sequences (pool 1) to identify additional TF interactions not detected in the synthetic enhancers. Such interactions might fall into three classes: (i) pairs of motifs that do not involve the 15 TFs used in creating synthetic enhancers on a neutral template, (ii) pairs involving TFs such as pioneer factors that are correlated in the genome with an effective enhancer but not necessary for expression in adipocytes, or (iii) pairs that require specific spacing and orientation, which were not imposed in the synthetic enhancers.

Among the 38 TFs correlated with expression, we detected 25 significant positive and negative interactions beyond those seen in the synthetic enhancers (Fig. 4 C and D, and SI Appendix, Fig. SI14 and Tables S5 and S7). They fell into each of the three classes. The first class included 11 pairs of inhibitory AP-1/NR pairs that were not tested in the synthetic enhancers. The second class (TFs not required for reporter expression) consisted of two groups: the first group (six pairs) involves synergistic interactions between nuclear receptors and FOX TFs, which have pioneering ability (72–74); the second group (four pairs) involves interactions between various TFs and AP-2, which may play a role in early adipocyte differentiation by repressing an alternate cell fate (81), but is down-regulated in terminally differentiated adipocytes.

To study the third class (spatially constrained interactions), we evaluated whether the two motifs occurred adjacent (<10 bp apart) more often than would be expected by chance in naturally occurring enhancers. Of the 25 interacting pairs, 8 showed significant enrichment of adjacent co-occurrences in bound PPAR enhancers in the genome (Bonferroni-corrected P_Fisher < 0.01; SI Appendix, Fig. SI1B). The eight pairs are CEBP/ATF-3, AP-2/Foxo4, three AP-1/NR pairs, and three FOX/NR pairs. The first pair is known to bind as a heterodimer to composite motifs in the genome (89, 90), suggesting that the enriched configurations reflect functional physical interactions. Furthermore, FOXO family TFs have also been shown to physically interact with a number of nuclear receptors, often in a ligand-dependent manner, resulting in changes in the activity of the two TFs (91). AP-1 and NRs both directly interact with CBP/p300 to activate transcription (92), and could interfere with each other’s interaction when in close proximity.

Of the five adjacent pairs that include an asymmetric motif, four were enriched for a specific orientation of the two motifs relative to each other. Interestingly, eight of the interactions detected in the synthetic enhancers were also biased toward a specific configuration in the natural enhancers, suggesting that these pairs may interact more efficiently in one orientation.

Discussion

Deciphering the regulatory code of enhancers requires understanding how the combinatorial input of different TFBSs lead to precise TF-binding patterns and gene expression outputs. Here, we use a series of MPRA experiments, involving 32,115 distinct enhancer constructs, to systematically evaluate the factors that govern PPARγ binding and regulation in adipocytes. We demonstrate that (i) the PPARγ motif affinity (and not cooperative elements in the immediately flanking sequence) largely determines PPARγ binding to genomic sequences when removed from their chromatin context; (ii) enhancer activity depends not only on PPARγ binding but also on a network of 20–30 TF motifs in the flanking sequence that have distinct quantitative contributions to expression; and (iii) various pairs of motifs interact in additive, inhibitory, and synergistic ways with varying constraints on motif positioning. Although in this study we measured enhancer activity in an episomal context, a recent study found that enhancer activity was highly concordant between episomal and genomic contexts (r = 0.86 across 2,236 candidate enhancers vs. 0.90–0.98 for replicates within each context) (93). Importantly, our results show that PPARγ binding and enhancer activity are independently regulated.

Studies of several TFs, including PPARγ, have observed strong correlations between DNA accessibility and TF binding, leading to the hypothesis that TF binding for nonpioneer factors is largely governed by nucleosomes or the larger chromatin landscape (31–33, 36, 51, 52, 94). In this model, pioneer factors bind to sites in closed chromatin and displace surrounding nucleosomes, allowing other TFs to bind to neighboring sites, which may then reinforce nucleosome exclusion. Our results support this model, demonstrating that, in an episomal context, both bound and unbound genomic motif sites bind PPARγ equally well (excluding the possibility of latent features controlling motif affinity) and that binding is largely independent of sequences immediately surrounding the PPARγ motif (excluding a major role for direct cooperative binding). Although the presence of H3K27ac at bound PPARγ sites has been widely appreciated, our results suggest a graded effect even among open sites, whereby stronger quantitative chromatin accessibility is associated with more frequent TF occupancy. This relationship appears to be general to other TFs: we see a similar quantitative correlation between quantitative H3K27ac signal and TF binding for nearly all of the TFs and cell lines profiled in the ENCODE Project.

Our study identifies a collection of ~20 TF motifs that are correlated with higher enhancer activity in naturally occurring enhancers and, with the exception of pioneer factors, play direct roles in enhancer activity (as assayed by mutational perturbation). Intriguingly, the TF motifs that affect enhancer activity correspond closely to those that are most enriched in the genomic sequences of PPARγ binding sites in adipocytes. If this observation can be confirmed for some additional TFs and cell types, it may allow the use of motif co-occurrences in the genome to be used to predict the functional activities of TFs.

Although cooperative binding of TFs to composite motif sites has been studied in depth, much less is known about how sets of TFs, once bound, influence gene expression. Characterizing such interactions is difficult due to the large number of possible combinations and uncertainty about spatial constraints. By choosing a related set of enhancers and focusing on TFs that correlate individually with enhancer activity, our approach yields a tractable number of
potential interactions for functional characterization, facilitating the identification of a basic set of grammatical rules governing the activity of these enhancers.

Using this approach, we detect examples of subadditive, additive, and superadditive interactions between different pairs of TFs with varying degrees of spatial constraint. The identified interactions fall into several classes, comprising TFs from specific structural families that interact similarly with TFs from other families. We reproduced several types of interactions supported by previous studies, such as mutual inhibition of nuclear receptors and AP-1 factors and synergistic interactions between pairs of AP-1 factors (84, 86), and identify additional intriguing interactions, such as quenching of enhancer activity by Myb. Our results highlight the need for better understanding of the molecular and biochemical basis of TF activity to understand the mechanisms underlying TF cooperativity and combinatorial transcriptional activation.

The approach described here provides a framework to dissect the regulatory grammar underlying enhancer function by (i) systematically identifying TFBSSs correlated with activity, (ii) isolating the independent quantitative contributions of each TF to enhancer output by disrupting and inserting binding sites in controlled contexts, (iii) identifying interactions between TFBSSs in synthetic and natural enhancers that influence enhancer activity, and (iv) characterizing spatial constraints on the identification for each target nucleosome environment. This approach is readily applicable across many TFs and cell types to understand the regulatory grammar of diverse sets of regulatory elements, revealing the prevalence and generality of these rules. Understanding this regulatory code is critical in understanding how gene expression drives fundamental biological processes such as differentiation and development, as well as interpreting the increasing number of variants in regulatory regions implicated in cancer and other diseases.

Materials and Methods

Design and Synthesis of Plasmid Pools.
Oligonucleotide libraries containing the 145- or 150-bp candidate enhancers were synthesized (Agilent Technologies) and unique barcodes were added by PCR. The oligonucleotide libraries were cloned into a plasmid backbone with a mini-luc2 insert, as previously described (48, 95).

Cell Culture and Transfections.
3T3-L1 cells were cultured and differentiated as described in ref. 96. The plasmid libraries were transfected into differentiated 3T3-L1 adipocytes using a Nucleofector II Device with Cell Line Kit SE (Lonza).

PPARγ-ChIP-Seq.
ChIP was performed with a PPARγ antibody (Cell Signaling) as described in ref. 97. The ChIP and whole-cell extract (WCE) fragments derived from each oligo were counted, and enrichment was calculated as the log2-transformed ratio of ChIP and WCE counts. Oligos with fewer than 100 WCE counts were removed.

In Vitro PPARγ Binding Assay.
Fluorescently labeled 26-bp oligos containing genomic PPARγ motifs (16 bp) flanked by 5 bp on either side were synthesized (Invitrogen). These oligos were used to generate fluorescently labeled double-stranded oligos. Equilibrium recombinant PPARγ (Promega) binding to each sequence was measured for a range of input DNA concentrations by MITOMI as described previously (45, 53).

RNA Preparation and Sequencing of RNA-Derived Barcodes.
RNA was harvested and the barcodes were isolated as previously described (48). mRNA and placental reads for each barcode were counted, and the counts for all barcodes corresponding to each enhancer construct were summed. Activity was calculated as the median log2-transformed ratio of RNA and DNA.

Motif Analysis.
Motif instance matching was performed using FIMO (98) for all vertebrate motifs from TRANSFAC (99) and JASPAR (100). Overlapping motif matches corresponding to the same TF were merged.
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